AGNl PURANAM.
so thai he mignt noi ». under the need or gv. «g through
the necessary cycles of existence, before he could -enter the
door of salvation. The stream of soul-energy thus evoked,
should be worshipped with the Mantra '* Om Ham Ham Ham
obeisance to the soul; and five times the rite of Tarpana
should be performed unto it with the «ame Manira. In all
other principles of birth, the psychic body of the disciple
should be purified. The rite of Punsavan should not be
performed in the present instance, as the psychic body is
not characterised by any distinctive mark of sex. The
rite of purification of the body of the soul-child in its
successive births in the different wombs of existences, such
as the n on-human and the divine, etc., in its gradual
progress towards salvation, should be made with the Siras-
Mantra; and likewise the preceptor should perform unto
him, the rite of postnatal ceremony in those of its psychical
re-birtfes, with the same Mantra as the above. The preceptor
should contemplate the mantra sacred to the god Shiva, and
also {the respective regions occupied by the material garbs
of the soul-child, in its successive re-births described above.
Its objects of sense perception should be meditated upon by
repeating the Mantra of armour, and its senses by repeating
the Mantra of weapon; while its appearances, false know-
ledge, sins, and cessations of beings, should be contemplated
by uttering the Mantra which is sacred to the soul and known
as the Atma-Mantra (41—47). The ears should be made
pure with the essence of the Shiva Mantra, and the purifica-
tion of the component principles should be made by repeat*
ing the Hrid-Mantra. Five oblations should be offered five
times In succession, in the course of Garbhadhan and other
rites described above; and the extinction of ti*$ sinful acts
of /the disciple should be made with the essence of the Mantra
of Maya (illusion). Similarly the chain of hankerings and
propensities, which binds him to his successive mundane
existences, should be broken with the essence of a similarly

